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Barry 40 Mile Track Race
By Mick McGeoch RRC 6385, Race Organiser
Race day, Sunday 8th March, dawned bright and
clear, with cloudless skies and the lightest of westerly
winds. Sadly, it wasn’t to last. By the race start time
of 10.00 AM, the dark clouds were gathering and
the winds freshening.

suddenly dive for the pit lane to change tyres, so
the runners called for an assortment of additional
clothing to try and stay dry, but more importantly,
to preserve body heat. It was a pattern to be repeated
many times throughout the event. The rain also
seemed to prompt the first decisive move of the race.
Up until then, the above mentioned four athletes
had been running together. Suddenly, George Dayantis was breaking clear.

Barry 40 start.
Photo courtesy of Dave Weeden, Webmaster of Les Croupiers RC

For those watching the race, this appeared to be too
early to be making such a decisive move. Caution
usually pays dividends in ultra races, and the winner
in a close race is often the one who resists the temptation to show their hand. By 5 miles, with the clock
registering 32:47, George was 10 seconds clear of
Chris and Paul. Sadly, even at this early stage, Mark
Shepherd was clearly in discomfort with a back injury. With problems so early in the race, Mark chose
the only sensible option open to him, and wisely
with retired after 9 miles.
This years Barry 40 Miles Track Race received 20
entries, slightly fewer than normal, from which 16
showed on race day. Whilst the depth of quality
was less than in 2008, there still remained the usual
subtle blend of hardened experienced campaigners,
and newcomers stepping out to challenge a distance
never encountered before.
Chris Finill (Harrow AC) was perhaps the man
to beat, and certainly the man with experience on
his side. London Marathon Everpresent, five times
Barry 40 finisher and winner in 2000, and current
UK 24 Hour Champion. Paul Fernandez (Abingdon Amblers) looked a likely threat. At 34, he was
sixteen years younger than Finill, and still improving. He possessed good speed at shorter distances
and had extensive experience of mountain running.
Defending Welsh Ultra Champion, Mark Shepherd,
was another with sound credentials, having recently
won the Elbtunnel Marathon in Hamburg.
Another with a chance, though less experienced, was
George Dayantis of Christchurch Runners. George
had completed the tough New Forest Marathon
several times, but his only previous ultra was a 7th
place finish in the very hilly Dartmoor Discovery 32
miles last June.
Two of the starters were ladies, and both from the
promoting club, Les Croupiers. Loretta Daley had
won the Welsh Ultra title for the last three years,
but looked to face a strong challenge from Maria
Zubizarreta, whose third place finish in 3:17:31 in
the Mallorca Marathon last December indicated a
rapid recent improvement.
The first significant development after the race
start came after about 10 minutes. It started raining. Heavily. Just as Formula One racing drivers
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Meanwhile, George was pressing on. By 10 miles,
reached in 65:09, he held an advantage of almost
a minute from Chris and Paul, who were showing
no inclination to chase. Some distance behind these
three was Mark Baker from Northbrook AC, closely
followed by Jeremy Mower of Gloucester AC. With
Mark Shepherd on the sidelines, these two were effectively contesting the honour of being Welsh Ultra
Champion.
In the Ladies event at 10 miles, both Maria and
Loretta were going well, with Maria showing five
minutes ahead in 1:19:51.
The weather continued to do its best to destroy
the best-laid plans. Occasionally sunny, sometimes
raining with the odd hail shower, and the wind an
energy-sapping gusting nuisance. The athletes continued to change clothes with each shower, and the
outcome of the race threatened to become who had
brought the most extensive wardrobe!
George Dayantis was maintaining his early pace
remarkably well. His second ten miles were marginally faster than the first, and his halfway time of
2:10:14 looked fast, given the conditions. But could
he sustain it? Chris Finill had now broken away from
Paul Fernandez, and was 2:20 behind the leader
in 2:12:34, with Paul still looking good just half a
minute further back. Over such a long distance, such
margins can be quickly overturned.
Jeremy Mower had by now overtaken Mark Baker
for fourth, and hence was leading the Welsh Championship. However, there was still just 40 seconds
between them. Maria had completed her second
quarter only marginally slower than the first, her
time of 2:40:39 being quick enough for sixth overall.
She now led Loretta by 15 minutes.
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If the cracks were going to appear in the leader’s
armory, now was the time. His pursuers were beginning to struggle. Chris was having problems with a
longstanding hamstring injury and Paul was having
to stop and stretch occasionally. But George hadn’t
read the script. He was still going away.
His 30 mile time of 3:16:17 was now four minutes
faster than Chris, with Paul nearly as far again away
in third. Jeremy was now seven minutes clear in
the race for the Welsh title, and Maria, moving as
smoothly as anyone, was sixth overall and simply
had to keep going to take the Ladies race and Welsh
Championship at her first attempt.
Despite the ferocious conditions, there were to be
no last-gasp collapses, at least for the leaders. George
and Maria looked imperious as they completed their
tasks, to warm applause from a growing crowd of
supporters. For George it was a most impressive
debut, and his son Alex had recorded every one of
his father’s laps, as well as providing much-needed
change of clothing. His final time of 4:22:57 showed
that he had barely slowed at all in the second half,
and remarkably had recorded a marathon PB of
2:50:11 en route.
But there was drama for the minor placings. Chris’s
hamstring problems were slowing him to barely
more than a jog. Ironically, in many previous ultra
races Chris has received massage from friend and
mentor, Andy Smith. But here Andy was also running! So spectators were treated to the extraordinary
sight of one runner receiving massage from another
whilst lying prone on the track. In its own way it
epitomised the spirit of ultra running, with one
athlete being prepared to compromise his own race
to help a friend. Meanwhile, Paul was encountering problems of his own, with increasing need to
stop and stretch. However, Paul’s problems were
the less restricting of the two. By lap 150, he had
moved into second, and, as if encouraged, managed
to finish with a flourish to take the runners up spot
in 4:39:51. Chris came home a painful third in
4:45:53, but although struggling “not finishing was
not an option”.

The Welsh championship resulted in a comprehensive victory for Jeremy Mower, who thereby
won his first national title. Having won the bronze
medal twelve months ago, Mark Baker improved
to silver this time. Third place went to the hugely
experienced Phil Adams, who was using this event
as part of his build-up for further “Race the Planet”
exploits.
Maria Zubizarreta rarely looked in trouble as she
completed her run in 5:41:19, and was greeted by
many members of her family, who had come to support her in the toughest race of her career. It was an
emotional scene.
Spare a thought for Geoff Oliver. Having seen all
chance of world best performances disappear, he
plugged on gamely to be the final finisher of twelve,
in 6:39:09. The man just doesn’t know when to quit,
and new British best performances for 30 miles,
50 kilometres and 40 miles were some consolation.
For 12 of the 16 runners to complete the 40 miles
(75%) in such conditions speaks volumes for the
preparation and dedication of all.

Chris Finill receiving on-track hamstring treatment.
Photo courtesy of Dave Weeden, Webmaster of Les Croupiers RC

The race conditions were beginning to tell on some
of the runners. In the 23rd mile Loretta Daley
became the second athlete to retire from the race,
suffering stomach problems. Meanwhile, the athlete
who was most conscious about time was Geoff
Oliver. In recent years, Geoff had set world best
performances for 30 miles, 50 kilometres and 40
miles for the Male 70-74 age category. This year he
was attempting to repeat that process in the new
category of 75-79 years. His 20 mile time of 2:50:24
gave him a great chance. But the key to success in
ultras is rhythm. The gusting winds were very disrupting. Sadly, Geoff’s chances were being literally
blown away.

After such an event, many thanks are due. Gary
and Pip Hyatt kept the army of officials going with
refreshments, and, as ever, groundsman Bill Cooke
was first man to arrive and last to leave the stadium.
Everyone, in whatever capacity, was a hero. Most of
all, it was a day in which the natural elements did
their utmost to destroy, yet human spirit withstood
everything.
Barry 40 Mile Track Race, Sunday 8th March, 2009
Official Result
1 George Dayantis (V45)
Christchurch R.
2 Paul Fernandez
Abingdon Amblers
3 Chris Finill (V50)
Harrow AC
4 Jeremy Mower (V40)
Gloucester AC
5 Mark Baker (V40)
Northbrook AC
6 Maria Zubizarreta (FV35) Les Croupiers
7 Phil Adams (V45)
Neath H / 100 km. Ass.
8 Mark Collinson (V40)
Sri Chinmoy AC
9 Andy Smith (V45)
Woking AC
10 Anthony Davis
Brackla Harriers
11 Alan Mann (V50)
Les Croupiers
12 Geoff Oliver (V75)
100 km Ass.

4:22:57
4:39:51
4:45:53
5:13:39
5:31:29
5:41:19
5:42:35
5:56:59
6:00:43
6:07:35
6:30:51
6:39:09
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Another year, another ultra
by George Dayantis (RRC: 12965)
George Dyantis, winner of the 2009
Barry 40, describes his lead-up and the
race itself

with the right preparation I could realistically achieve
this target, which would also be good enough for a 2nd
open in the RRC standards scheme (or even a 1st V45).
I made the decision to go for it at the end of September,
shortly after I finished the New Forest Marathon (with
another PB of 2:51:43).

Part I – The decision

Part II – The preparation

After my relative success in last year’s Dartmoor
Discovery, I quickly decided to try my legs on
another long-standing ultra race, slightly longer but
considerably less hilly, the Barry 40 mile track race.
I must say I was a bit surprised by the reaction of
many, even runners, when I announced my intentions: “Why? Are you mad?” I guess I had to justify
myself. In terms of the distance, at my age I cannot
realistically get any faster so the only way of pushing
myself further is by increasing the distance. As for
choosing a track race, for me running is a lot about
discipline and racing in particular serves mainly as
a performance measurement. So what better way
to measure performance by eliminating terrain and
undulations and have only the variability of the
weather to content with? And if you also consider
the advantage of having constant support by your
side, feeds, watering, etc., then track begins to sound
an attractive option.

Up to that point I had already built my weekly mileage
to 80, but I would first allow a short recovery period by
dropping back down to 40, before gradually building
up again up to a maximum of 100 miles a week by
mid-February. I also had to slot 4 minor interruptions,
a 10-mile race end November, a short Christmas break,
a half marathon race 1st of February and perhaps more
importantly a 20 mile race on the 1st of March, just
one week before Barry. The period up to the end of the
year went smoothly, with the emphasis on maintaining
a good basic fitness level, having gradually built up to
70 miles a week by the beginning of December with
20 miles the longest run. I then eased off a bit for the
last 2 weeks of the year. The more serious escalation of
effort was to start in January leaving 9 weeks to reach
the optimum. I could only afford to run a maximum
of 11 miles a day during week-days (my lunch break),
thus normally averaging 40 miles for Monday-Friday
with the potential to push it up to 50. Therefore,
any serious mileage increase had to come from much
longer runs during the weekend – both Saturday and
Sunday, with Sunday being reserved for the really long
runs. My average training pace is normally between 7
and 7:30 minute miles. By the way, I had planned the
complete program of how far I would run each day well
in advance and, unless special circumstances dictated
otherwise, I had to stick to it! And despite a scooter
accident at the end of January where I injured my knees
and shoulder and the rather unusual adverse weather
with snowfall and icy conditions in early February, I
still managed to stick to my schedule (even if at times I
had to tread more carefully due to slippery conditions
and knee-pain).

As ever, with that decision came the commitment
to follow a harder than ever training programme to
make sure that I would be ready not just to finish the race but to perform my best and hopefully
make an impact. Looking at previous years’ results
it would appear that a time of 4:30 would be good
enough for a good placing, all relative to the competition of course. But more importantly, I felt that
George Dyantis at the Barry 40.
Photo courtesy of Dave Weeden, Webmaster of Les Croupiers RC

Week 1:
Week 2:
Week 3:
Week 4:
Week 5:
Week 6:
Week 7:
Week 8:
Week 9

70 miles (long run: 20 miles)
77 miles (long run: 25 miles)
85 miles (long run: 25 miles)
45 miles (included longest run: half marathon race: 1:23:27)
88 miles (long run: 28 miles, slightly short of the scheduled 30 miles!)
100 miles (long run: 36 miles)
76 miles (long run: 25 miles)
65 miles (included longest run: 20 mile race: 2:04:49)
(Monday-Friday): 50 miles
Saturday rest, Sunday is race day!

The March Hare 20, a fast 2-lap course proved to be a
good training run which boosted my confidence, since
not only I managed a PB of 2:04:49 (6 minutes faster
than ever) but I run almost equal-time laps and had
still more running left in me at the end. That was quite
significant, since it was the first time for me in a race
where I achieved almost constant speed throughout.
A low-mileage recovery week had to follow, hopefully
there will be enough time for my legs to forget 20 miles
and be ready to double it. This may be a bit over the
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George Dyantis going strongly at the Barry 40.
Photo courtesy of Dave Weeden, Webmaster of Les Croupiers RC
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top, but I also force my body into a carbo-depletion
followed by carbo-loading regime during this
week. I consume as little carbohydrates as possible
Monday-Wednesday (which is tough), followed
by as much as possible the rest of the week (much
easier). Complete rest on Saturday. If I am not ready
now, I will never be!

Part III – The race
The race plan was simple. Start with a 6:30 mins/
mile pace for the first 20 miles, dropping to a 7
mins/mile for the second half. Thus aiming for 4:30
with splits of 65, 65, 70, 70. My pace guide would
again be my trusted heart-rate monitor. I expected
to cover the race while maintaining an effort level of
around 85%, but this could vary depending on the
conditions. The field of 16 on the start line was relatively small this year and I ‘knew’ very few of them.
I had only heard of Chris Finill before the race and
he should be one of the favourites. However, my
plan made no allowances for the competition. If any
other runners were to set a faster pace, then it might
possibly encourage me to speed up a little (especially
in the latter stages), but I knew my limitations and I
was not going to be dragged into an early fast pace.
Other than that, I was planning to take in a portion
of glucose gel every 5 miles with water and lucozade
sport. Despite the adverse weather conditions, I
managed to settle into the desired pace, even though
I had to stretch to around 87% - 89% effort level,
slightly higher than anticipated. Nevertheless I was

quite comfortable and gradually getting away from
Chris and the rest of the chasing runners. At 10
miles, 1:05:09 (spot on!) a minute ahead of Chris,
then at 20 miles 2:10:09 (too good to be true?)
over 2 minutes ahead. The plan was to start slowing
down now, but I took the liberty of revising that
since I was still feeling good and I thought I needed
to put a bit more distance between me and Chris.
So I kept going, clocking 3:16:17 at 30 miles and 4
minutes ahead (perhaps I was dreaming?). I now had
a somewhat urgent need to make a toilet stop but I
first wanted to make sure I was nearly 4 laps ahead
of Chris before making the move. The pit stop cost
me about a minute, so I was still over 3 laps ahead
and feeling lighter and relieved. The only danger
now was to get overwhelmed by my position and
panic. So I quickly chased away all thoughts and
focused on the running. Unfortunately, Chris appeared to be suffering now and he would soon stop
and later rejoin. This meant I was now over 6 minutes clear and the gap was growing even though I
was also slowing down a bit. All I had to do now was
finish, and my new projected target was now under
4:25. But I did not allow myself to think in terms
of targets, winning or anything. Just concentrate on
running as hard as you can, and that I did. When
my son Alex, who was recording my laps and also
providing me with feeds and clothing requests, rang
the bell I thought I still had 2 laps to go, so I pressed
hard for a strong finish and although I had apparently finished (4:22:57) I went on to record an extra
lap – perhaps I was enjoying it so much I did not
want it to finish? No, the truth is I felt elated to have
reached the end, and I could not believe how well I
had run. Average heart rate: 150 beats per minute.
A superbly organised race, I would definitely recommend it to anyone, ideal for a first ultra, but equally
good for the experienced ultra-runner. Many thanks
to the organisers, Mick and all the helpers, also
my son Alex who supported me throughout (he
also gave up his bed the night before so I can have
a more restful sleep). Also special thanks to Andy
Smith’s wife who was very attentive after the finish.

Part IV – Now what?
What this experience has shown me is that with the
right preparation I can comfortably up the distance
while maintaining a good pace (and if I can, anyone
can!). Also, that running on a track suits me quite
well, because I really don’t mind the ‘monotony’ of
the laps. I am well-disciplined and able to concentrate on the running rather than anything else. So
I may be back for more! Of course, if I attempt the
same course again, I will have to raise my target.
And I can’t rule out the possibility of going for a
longer distance either.
George Dyantis in the pack at the start of the Dartmoor Discovery.
Photo by Dave Cooper
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